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Abstract. It is well-known that the Flow-Shop Scheduling Problem (FSSP) is a combinatorial optimization problem
that is also regarded as a NP-complete problem. The objective of the problem is to find an appropriate sequence to
minimize the makespan, which is defined as the time for completing a final operation. One major challenging issue is
how to obtain the high-quality global optimum. In order to refrain from the premature convergence and being easily
trapped into local optimum, we are motivated to find high-quality solutions in a reasonable computation time by ex-
ploiting Particle Swarm Optimization (PSO). We propose a new multi-layer HPSO model, and derive two algorithms
HPTS and IHPTS as its extension. Extensive experiments on different scale benchmarks validate the effectiveness of
our approaches, compared with other well-established methods. The experimental results show that new upper bounds
of the unsolved problems are achieved in a relatively reasonable time. For example, in 30 benchmarks, 7 new upper
bounds and 18 new upper bounds are obtained by the HPTS algorithm and the IHPTS algorithm, respectively.
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1 Introduction

The Flow-Shop Scheduling Problem (FSSP) frequently arises in industrial processes, manufacturing systems, produc-
tion echelon lines and many other fields. Many different heuristic methods have been developed [1] to handle the FSSP
problem. Over the past decades, FSSP has attracted many outsanding researches, efforts have been devoted to finding
high-quality solutions in a reasonable computation time by heuristc optimization techniques. The traditional methods in-
clude Taillard’s tabu search method (TS) [2], Ogbu and Smith’s simulated annealing algorithm (SA) [3], Reeves’s genetic
algorithm (GA) [4], Adams, Balas and Zawack’s shifting bottleneck procedure (SB) [5] and Eberhart’s particle swarm
optimization algorithm (PSO) [6]. In recent years, most studies indicate that a single technique cannot solve this stubborn
problem. Since hybrid methods can provide high-quality solutions within reasonable computing times [7], a variety of
works have been done on hybrid methods including several techniques, such as GA, TS, SA and SB, etc. A compre-
hensive survey of hybrid methods on scheduling techniques can be seen in [8] [9]. In addition, the research on the PSO
algorithm is one of current hot topics. It combines the local search and the global search together, such that it is able to
achieve a high search efficiency. In particular, a variety of variants of the PSO algorithm, such as NPSO [7], CDPSO [10],
ATPPSO [11], HPSO [12], IPSO [13], GPSO [14], PSO* [15], have been invented to solve FSSP.

In this paper, we are motivated to obtain high-quality solutions in a reasonable computation time by exploiting the
PSO technique. We propose a new multi-layer HPSO model, and derive two algorithms HPTS (Hybrid of PSO, TS and
SA) [16] and IHPTS as its extension. Extensive experiments on different scale benchmarks validate the effectiveness of
our approaches, compared with other well-established methods. The experimental results show that new upper bounds of
the unsolved problems are achieved in a relatively reasonable time.

The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 discusses and analyzes the HPTS and improved HPTS algorithms. Sec-
tion 3 gives experimental results of HPTS and IHPTS algorithms and other competitive approaches. Finally, the main
conclusions and future works are drawn.

2 Proposed Framework

2.1 The Optimization Strategy of HPTS

In the HPTS, three different operations are defined: PSO operation, TS operation and SA operation. PSO combines local
search (by self-experience) with global search (by neighboring experience), achieving a high search efficiency. TS uses a
memory function to avoid being trapped at a local minimum. It has emerged as an effective algorithmic approach for the
FSSP. This method can also be referred to as calculation of the horizontal direction. SA employs certain probability to
avoid being trapped in a local optimum and the search process can be controlled by the cooling schedule (also known as
calculation of vertical direction). The groups use a random initialization, which generates initial particle’s initial position
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and velocity in the search space. Each particle’s best position is set to the current location. The current position of the
corresponding fitness value is calculated for each particle, according to the evolutionary structure. The hybrid HPTS
framework can be converted to the traditional PSO that provides initial solution for TS and SA during the hybrid search
process. Such hybrid HPTS strategy retains the advantages of TS and SA, which provides a promising methodology to
solve FSSP. In addition, HPTS can be applied to many combinatorial optimization problems by simple modification. The
description of HPTS is shown in algorithm 1 and algorithm 2.

Algorithm 1 PSO
1: while the maximum of generation is not met do
2: Generation++;
3: Generate next swarm;
4: Find a new local optimum (gbest) and a global optimum (pbest);
5: Update gbest and pbest;
6: end while

Algorithm 2 TS (SA)
1: Set iteration iter = iter + 1, generate neighbors of the current solution s∗ by a neighborhood structure. If the s∗ is optimal, then

stop;
2: Select the best neighbor which is not tabu or satisfies the aspiration criterion, and store it as the new current solution s∗, update the

tabu list;
3: for gbest particle s of swarm do
4: Tempreture Tk = T0;
5: while Tk ≥ Tend do
6: Generate a neiborhood solution s∗ from s by pair-exchange method;
7: Compute the fitness of s∗;
8: Evaluate s∗, ∆ = f(s*)-f(s);
9: if min[1,exp(-∆/Tk)] < random[0,1] then

10: Accept s∗;
11: Update the best solution found so far if possible;
12: end if
13: end while
14: Tk= B * Tk−1 (weight value parameters are included in B);
15: end for
16: If iter ≤ improveiter then go to loop;
17: If a termination criterion is satisfied then stop. otherwise ’pop’ a solution on top of the solution stack L, shift the solution to active

schedule and install the active solution as the current solution s*, set iter = 0, and empty tabu list. Go to step 2;

Algorithm 3 GA
1: Generate a random population of n chromosomes, choose an initial pbest population;
2: Evaluate the fitness f(x) of each pbest in the population;
3: while max fitness() < fitnessthreshold() do
4: Select two parent chromosomes from a population according to their fitness (the better fitness, the bigger chance to be selected);
5: With a crossover probability cross over the parents to form a new offspring (children).
6: With a mutation probability mutate new offspring at each locus (position in chromosome);
7: Place a new offspring in a new population, update population;
8: end while
9: Return best fitness

10: Find a new gbest and a pbest;
11: Update gbest of the swarm and pbest of each particle;

2.2 The improved HPTS algorithm

As a result of some advantages of GA, it can quickly scan a vast solution set. Bad proposals do not affect the end solution
negatively as they are simply discarded. The inductive nature of GA means that it doesn’t have to know any rules of the
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problem, it works by its own internal rules. This is very useful for complex or loosely defined problems. More importantly,
the parallel nature of its stochastic search is one of the main strengths of the genetic approach, and GA has drawbacks
too, of course. Therefore, based on the HPTS algorithm, an improved HPTS algorithm called IHPTS is proposed, which
will enhance the particle swarm computing performance by GA operation. In each generation of individuals, the fitness of
every individual in the population is evaluated. Multiple individuals are stochastically selected from the current population
(based on their fitness), and modified (recombined and possibly randomly mutated) to form a new population. The new
population is then used in the next iteration of the algorithm.

Therefore, the mutation operator of GA is introduced to the HPTS algorithm. Mutation is a way of enlarging the
search space and acts to prevent the crossover used above from focusing on a narrow area of the search space or from the
algorithm getting stuck in a local optimum about mutation operator. Moreover, it works randomly on changing individual
gene, introducing new individual form, and increasing a new searching space. Algorithm 3 shows the description of
improved HPTS algorithm.

Table 1. The results of the benchmark.

Number PS(Js*Ms) FSSP WK Number PS(Js*Ms) FSSP WK
1 20*5 ta001 1278 16 50*20 ta051 3875
2 20*5 ta005 1236 17 50*20 ta055 3635
3 20*5 ta010 1108 18 50*20 ta060 3777
4 20*10 ta011 1582 19 100*5 ta061 5493
5 20*10 ta015 1419 20 100*5 ta065 5250
6 20*10 ta020 1591 21 100*5 ta070 5328
7 20*20 ta021 2297 22 100*10 ta071 5770
8 20*20 ta025 2291 23 100*10 ta075 5468
9 20*20 ta030 2178 24 100*10 ta080 5845
10 50*5 ta031 2724 25 100*20 ta081 6286
11 50*5 ta035 2863 26 100*20 ta085 6377
12 50*5 ta040 2782 27 100*20 ta090 6465
13 50*10 ta041 3025 28 200*10 ta091 10868
14 50*10 ta045 2986 29 200*10 ta095 10524
15 50*10 ta050 3091 30 200*10 ta100 10676

3 Experimental results

This section reports some experimental results for showing a performance comparison between the two algorithms. The
experiments are carried out on a platform with 2.27 GHz Intel(R) Core(TM)2 Duo CPU, RAM 4GB. The benchmarks
used are some relatively large instances that are commonly used for testing. 30 instances of 10 different sizes taken from
Taillard’s benchmark (Taillard, 1990) have been selected for simulation experiments. The effect of swarm activity strategy
on the performance of HPTS and IHPTS algorithms and the new multi-layer hybrid particle swarm optimization model
are firstly discussed. Note that the comprehensive experimental evaluations and comparisons of the proposed algorithms
with NPSO and GA are given in [11].

Table 2 shows the experimental results of different benchmark instances described in Table 1. PS denotes the prob-
lem’s size with the number of jobs (Js) times the number of machines (Ms), WK represents the well-known optimal
solutions in the benchmark. In Table 2, we list the experimental results of NPSO, GA, HPTS and IHPTS for the same
30 problems, where Min, Max and Avg represent the best solution, the worst solution, and the average solution over
10 times. Furthermore, we set some algorithm’s parameters, for example, the population size is 100, and the number of
iterations is 400. Original represents the some results equal to WK. New indicates the best solutions better than WK.
Bad means the bad results worse than WK. The detailed comparison of experimental results are shown in Fig.2. In Fig.1,
these parameters satisfy the following conditions: DIF −HPTS = HPTS - WK; DIF −NPSO = NPSO - WK;
DIF −GA = GA - WK; BASELINE = WK - WK;

Fig.1 shows the comparison of four different algorithms for 30 representative instances. The four lines represent the
differences among four algorithms on 30 problems. From the experimental results it can be see that different algorithms
can affect the value significantly. We can conclude that the HPTS and IHPTS algorithms outperform the NPSO and GA
algorithms in the total solution quality thoroughly. The two algorithms can find the optimal value in the search space
quickly with smaller population size, which is due to its better local searching ability to get the final optimal solution at
the end of evolution, except for ta041, ta045, ta050, ta051, ta055 and ta060 in HPTS, and ta045, ta081, ta085 and ta090
in IHPTS.

The detailed results of comparison are given in Fig.2. HPTS is capable of achieving competitive results compared to
WK in 20 cases out of 30 instances. That is 67% of experimental results are acceptable. It is worthy of noting that, in
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Table 2. The experimental results.

FSSP NPSO GA HPTS IHPTS
Min Avg Max Min Avg Max Min Avg Max Min Avg Max

ta001 1278/1295.1/1297 1297/1297.0/1297 1278/1278.0/1278 1194/1236.0/1278
ta005 1236/1247.9/1250 1250/1251.2/1258 1212/1229.7/1247 1143/1189.5/1236
ta010 1108/1115.4/1127 1116/1135.6/1161 1101/1107.5/1114 1088/1282.0/1101
ta011 1591/1604.7/1627 1612/1623.7/1645 1582/1585.7/1589 1428/1505.0/1582
ta015 1419/1428.1/1444 1428/1457.4/1478 1411/1415.0/1419 1401/1406.0/1411
ta020 1603/1621.0/1633 1618/1632.8/1654 1573/1582.3/1591 1528/1289.0/1591
ta021 2309/2324.8/2339 2326/2344.8/2375 2297/2297.0/2297 2057/2177.5/2297
ta025 2298/2312.2/2334 2314/2330.6/2351 2218/2255.0/2291 2152/2235.0/2218
ta030 2183/2215.1/2244 2212/2237.5/2282 2100/2139.0/2178 2000/2050.0/2100
ta031 2724/2729.5/2742 2729/2739.6/2752 2665/2694.5/2724 2704/2714.0/2724
ta035 2864/2864.0/2864 2887/2916.3/2947 2863/2863.0/2863 2721/2792.0/2863
ta040 2782/2783.2/2786 2784/2815.7/2832 2782/2782.5/2783 2702/2742.0/2782
ta041 3063/3098.6/3138 3146/3186.7/3227 3309/2724.0/3366 2988/3012.7/3025
ta045 3040/3078.7/3129 3103/3168.4/3194 3129/3221.0/3311 3031/3079.6/3116
ta050 3151/3171.7/3204 3189/3225.5/3280 3166/3170.0/3174 3091/3091.0/3091
ta051 3958/3991.5/4011 4066/4105.3/4141 4011/4143.5/4276 3875/3895.5/3916
ta055 3740/3773.7/3812 3863/3915.9/3975 3721/3803.5/3886 3635/3678.0/3721
ta060 3881/3959.8/4034 3971/4008.6/4093 3789/3895.0/4001 3777/3800.0/3823
ta061 5493/5494.0/5495 5514/5524.5/5541 5507/5509.8/5512 5376/5434.5/5493
ta065 5253/5256.8/5267 5258/5302.5/5336 5251/5252.0/5253 5220/5235.0/5250
ta070 5342/5345.8/5368 5342/5372.3/5403 5342/5342.0/5342 5304/5316.0/5328
ta071 5812/5842.8/5869 5961/6027.2/6095 5936/6080.5/6225 5770/5845.0/5920
ta075 5518/5578.4/5636 5674/5769.2/5850 5477/5497.5/5518 5468/5519.0/5571
ta080 5903/5914.5/5962 5953/6056.3/6106 5881/5892.0/5903 5691/5768.0/5845
ta081 6470/6544.4/6615 6669/6763.9/6843 6596/6834.0/7072 6588/6632.0/6676
ta085 6595/6653.6/6723 6732/6816.3/6898 6588/6731.0/6874 6536/6606.0/6676
ta090 6633/6723.3/6821 6820/6910.3/6979 6576/6824.0/7072 6631/6636.0/6643
ta091 10950/10978.9/11005 11070/11112.1/11168 10889/11017.0/11145 10711/10789.5/10868
ta095 10575/10664.0/10764 10851/10917.7/11029 10662/10721.5/10781 10524/10634.5/10745
ta100 10748/10796.9/10850 10945/11025.6/11101 10698/10735.5/10773 10676/10692.5/10709
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Fig. 1. The comparison of four different algorithms.

the 67% portion, the results for 7 instances, i.e. ta005, ta010, ta015, ta020, ta025, ta030 and ta031, are much better than
those of WK. It demonstrates the HPTS algorithm has a powerful exploring ability. In contrast to HPTS, IHPTS found
the well-known optimal solutions of the benchmark in 26 instances (87%). The 18 instances (60%) of experimental results
are better than WK, which demonstrates that IHPTS algorithm possess more powerful global search ability than HPTS
algorithm except for ta045, ta081, ta085 and ta090.
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Fig. 2. The detailed result of comparison (HPTS and IHPTS).

4 Conclusions and Future Works

There is no argument that the most important feature of FSSP is its efficiency. Therefore, the majority of the research work
done in the FSSP community is about achieving global optimum. This thesis describes how to improve the efficiency
by careful analysis and implementation of HPTS and IHPTS algorithms. Some of the results obtained are: the HPTS
and IHPTS algorithms can significantly improve the efficiency of overall global optimum performance of FSSP; our
algorithms outperform the NPSO and GA algorithms in some solution quality thoroughly; new upper bounds of the
unsolved problems are achieved in a relatively reasonable time. For example, in 30 benchmarks, 7 new upper bounds and
18 new upper bounds are obtained by the HPTS algorithm and the IHPTS algorithm, respectively; in addition, we have
proposed a new multi-layer hybrid particle swarm optimization model for FSSP, which brings the new research direction
and inspiration for the hybrid algorithm.

For the future work, there are still many problems that are not well solved about the HPTS and IHPTS algorithms.
For instance, currently the decision strategy of hybrid algorithm design is still an art instead of a science. It is very hard
to explain why a certain decision strategy works better than other approaches. It is still not well understood why some
heuristic algorithms work with some classes of instances but not others. There are other potentially useful features in the
HPTS and IHPTS algorithms. We plan to apply parallel and distributed computing to solve other NP problems. Applying
the HPTS and IHPTS algorithms to other NP problems would also be promising.

Acknowledgments. This paper is supported by the research fund KAKENHI (20240003, 21300054), Xue-Feng Zhang
and Bin Tong are sponsored by the China Scholarship Council (CSC).
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